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"sor,,ARARc" Hr_cH PRESSURB qOprUM LAMPS

PRINCIPLES OF OPERAT]ON

It

o

had been known for many years that operating a sodium
discharge at high pressure could provide a lanp of high
efficacy and good colour quaLity. However, complex technological problems had to be overcome. Space research
and developments !n lamp construction have recently made
it possible to produce High Pressure Sodium Lamps in
practice.

Pressure Sodium IJ amp operat,ing characteristics are
carrefully chosen to ensure optimum resonance radiation
('D' Line). The resulting yellow-coloured light. characteristic of Low Pressure Sodium L,amps is almost monochromatic and stems from a double line at a wavelength of
589 nm and 589.6 nm. The 1ow pressure sodium radiation
is shown in Fig. 1.
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-3Low Pressure sodium Lamps are operated at a vapour pressure
L/LI?.OOO of an atmosphere. At thrs pressure the

of

reso*
radiation is generated at high efficacy. e" -i*p"l-t-"t
aspect of resonance radiation is that it is rladirv
by neutral atoms. The nudber of neutral atoms
"uJoru"a
pr!s."i-i"
the discharge depends largely upon the lr"porrr';;;;;r".
Close control of.this pressur- is, therefore, critical; any
rise would result in most of the radiation n"i"g--br.rr"a.
nance

I

fn High pressure Sodium lramps, as the vapour pressure
creases, other secondary processes become opeiative. Asin_
illustrated in Fig..2 the-density of sodium-atoms rises to
a point where individual atoms clase to have indepr.rA.rrt
electrical f ie1ds. Some electrons in excited ator,is _ie ,rrr_
able to assume t.heir correct excited
owin;--i;;;"
effect of nuclei in close proximity. state
the radiafi"r, fro*
these electrons comp-ri"es of wavellngths varying
tfr.
resonance radiation by amounts depending ,rpoil til. ti"*
,"af",
vapour pressure.
The broadening of the 'D' r,ine which occurs as a result
of
this process is shown in
Fig. 3 a). rhis radiatiorr-is-"'u_
seguentry absorbed by othdr sodium atoms and then re-radiated
in other wavelengths which depend upon the vapour pr"""rrr..
The total radiation which resurts clvers a wide splctrai
over the range of visible.wavelengths. The develip*""t-"fuana
the spectral energy distribution in a high pressu."
discharge is shown in Fig. 3 b).
""air*
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LAMP TECHNOLOGY

at hlgh pressure and temperature is so
corrosive that conventional arc tube materials, such
as glass or guartz (fused silica), are very rapidly
attacked and rendered unuseable. The successful de_
velopment of High Pressure Sodium Lamps was, therefore,
contingent on the development of entirely new lampmaking materials. In addition to being iesistant lo
the chemical attacks of sodium, an arc tube material
\"/ith minimum visible radiation absorption properties
and suitability in lamp-manufacturing processes was
reguired.
Sodium vapour

o

In the event, scientists working on space projects
developed a high-purity aluminium oxide ceramic
which met these requirements, making possible in
practice the operation of a sodium discharge at high
pressure
of neutral atoms and, therefore, absorption
losses are limited to the minimum by keeping the bore
of the ceramic arc tube smal1. As a result, the tube
wal1 and the very hot central core of the sodium discharge are in close proximity, raising the arc tube
temperature to some I3OOoC.
The number

For optimum efficacy, the voltage gradient along the
arc tube is kept at around 10 volts per centimetre.
Typically, the electrical characteristics of a lamp
with sodium content only would have lov/ arc voltage
and high current
features,
calling for undesirably
large and costly control qear. This is effectively
counteracted by aclding a controlled amount of mercury
to the discharge, which raises the arc voltage and reduces the curxent to a leve1 where economical control
gear can be used. In addition, the presence of mercury
in the discharge has a beneficial effect on lamp run-up
characteristics and colour.

t

-5To maintain

stable lamp operating characteristics, the
of the sodium_mercury amalgarn *.rsi b.
controlled. ghis js effectively achieved
by_ inserting an excess amount of amalgam into the
tube and locating the cold spot at j point vterearc
temperature corresponds to a sodium vapour pressure iis
of
some 25O.mm above that of the amalgam.
of the arc tube is highest at the centr.Thelemperature
and decreases
tohrards the seaIs, to the point, where it interacts witfr
the heat conducted away by the eLectrode. fhis poini
is the cold spot of the arc tube, which i" Sti";;i;SOL,ARARC Lamps is opposite tfie centre of the el-eltrode.
The actual_ positioning of the cold spot is controlled
by the design features of the etectrode.
vapour: pressure
_very accurately

I

The temperature of the cold spot,
a few degrees centigrade and to

value, the arc tube is
j acket.

is critical to within
maintain the optimum

mounted inside an evacuated outer

LAMP CONSTRUCTION

Arc Tube

I

for advanced arc tube materials, able to with_
stand the severe chemical attacks of sodium at high pres_
sure, is described in ,,Lamp Technology,'. fhe aluirin-ium
oxide ceramic used in soLARARc uigh eiessure sodium r.amps
is in polycrystalline form, each crystal having a aianetei
of about 30 microns. Individual crystals act as refrac_
tors with the effect that the arc tube is slightly diffu_
sive. The transmission of visible radiation-i" i" irigh
as 93%"
The need

The arc tube has a diameter of about IO mrn, with a raall
thickness of around O.75 mn. This results in a mechan_
icalJ.y strong tube, welJ.-suited to withstand the thermal
stresses caused by the heating and cooling cycles of the
lamp.

-6Electrodes

at each end of the arc tube provide
the electrical connections and electron emission reguired
for the discharge. fhe construction of these electrodes
is of considerable importance, as it affects the life of
the lamp. In SOLARARC Lamps, a tungsten rod core is
surrounded by tungsten coils in which an emissive compound
is enbedded.
The electrodes Located

Seals
and
A major technological factor affecting lamp life
lumen maintenance is the construction of the seals positioning the electrodes at the ends of the arc tube.

Unlike the glass or quartz commonly used in lamp manufacturing, the aLuminium oxide ceramic material used for the
arc tube in High Pressure Sodiurn Lamps has a very narrow
viscous range between the solid and the liguid states.
When heated sufficientfy, the ceramic rapictly changes
from solid to liguid (rather like the change from ice to
l,rater), destroying the structure of the alumina crystals
in the process. This renders the ceramic liable to attack
by the metal vapour in the discharge and leads to cracking
of the arc tube. The conventional lamp manufacturing
technigue of heating and pressing the discharge tube ends
to form seals is, therefore, impracticable and a new process had to be develoPed.
The construction

is

shown

in Fig.

of the seals in Sylvania

SOLARARC Lamps

4"

Niobium, one of the few refractory metals with a coefficient of thermal expansion similar to that of the alumina
ceramic, is being utilized. The electrode is brazed to a
niobium tube, through which the arc tube is later exhausted"
The niobium tube., in turn, is brazed to a niobium disc whose
particular "top hat" shape protects the seal from "arc back"
on starting. Brazing, in preference to spot welding, ensures
a secure bond between the metal components "
The electrode and niobium end disc seal assefibly is then

attached to the ceramic arc tube by means of a speciallydeveloped metal braze which, when heated, firmly bonds the
d.isc to the ceramic. The alloy is resistant to attack by

I

I

-7Xenon gas filling

quick and reliable

Cold spot for
sodium,/Mercury
amalgam

for
starting

Tungsten electrode coilembedded with emissive

material

Brazed

for security

Fused alumina arc

tube with high liqht
transmis sion propertie
for maximum efficacy

O

Al1oy seal prevents
sodium absorption
during life--stable
tube volts

o

"Top hat" configuration
protects seal and prevents
"arc back" puncturing on
s tarti ng

Niobium seal and
exhaust tube

Cold weld plus braze

Fig. 4 Section of SeaI and Elect.rode construct,ion

-8*
vapour. rt does not
sodium
durins the life of the lamp, assisting inabsorb
tt"
tion of the arc voltage.
"iifiiiru_
s-odium and mercury

The niobium exhaust tube is mechanically
after
processing and then welded and brazed to closed
form
p.r*.r,".rt
.
gas-tight seal"

Gas

Fi

Ilinq

In addition to the sodium_mercury amalgam filling described
j-n "Lamp.Technologyu.
a quantity'of xenon gas at low pres_
sure i-s introduced into the arc tube to tacititate
1;;;
starting. The pressure of the xenon gas i"
ensuring, optimum lamp performance" It must be
"riii;uif..''
to permit an arc to be struck at the voltage low ..rougt
but sufficiently high to prevent an arc fr6m striki"j-i.o*
"""ii"li.]'
any point other than the emissive material 0n the

o

"r!"troa..

Assemblv Frame

The assembly frame holds and opticall_y aligns the arc tube
within the outer bulb of the 1amp. tts strength
can signif_
icantly affect the overarr rife or a ramp, aJ a *""rrinicar
failure may render it inoperative. fn Sylvania SOLARARC
Lamps, special attention has been paid to the design oi a
sturdy frame which in itsetf will withstand the shocks and
vibrations often encountered in righting instalrations
and.
which will avoid the transfer ot vibrations to the ur. t"u..
As illustrated in Fig. 5, the frame takes the form of a
complete rectangle. _At one end, a rnetdl clip interlocks
with an indentation_ in the outer glass bufb if the famp,
providing mechanical strength and ensuring
alignment of the arc tube. The arc tube itself
"o"....ut"-op[i"ui
i" tii*iy
held in place by a rigid support. At the ottrer ena.
any'
effects of vibration are absorbed by a froating
flexible braid connection. The fraire is
"uppoil'-rra
good light reflection and the number of wer-ded
"i"ili_;t;i.a-r",
cinnections
is kept to a minimum.

o

-9-

RIGID

&

SUPPORT

MOUNTING FRAME

CONNECTION

SUPPORT

EXHAUST TUBE
TRANSITUCENT CERAMIC

ARC

I

TUBE
LTGHT CENTRE

EIJECTRODE

VIBRATION AND SHOCKRESISTANT SUPPORT FRAI4E
I,OVTER ARC
SUPPORT

FI,SXIBLE SUPPoRT

&

GETTER RINGS

CONNECTION

M]CA BAFFLE
EVACUATED
OUTER JACKET

o
Fig. 5 Construction of

SOLARARC Lamp

Outer Bulb
To obtain maximum

light output from a High pressure sodium
the arc tube must be maintained at optimum temperature.
This is effectively achieved by mounting the arc tuul-insia"
an evacuated outer bulb. These bulbs corne in a variety of
shapes and.finishes and are described in ,,Lamp fypes;.'
r,amp,

10The material used for outer bulbs is borosilicate glass,
which is .resistant to thermal shock" This preventi burn_
ing lanps from being shattered if splashed with water.

cap

Sylvania

Lamps are fitted with Goliath Edison
(E4O). To eliminate the risk of corrosion,
which might occur in arduous operating conditions, the
caps are nickel-plated. This ensures easy lamp removal
from thb holder, after thousands of burning hours.
SOT,ARARC

Screw Caps

o,

Getter

of a high vacuum within the outer bulb
is of great importance to optimum J.amp performance. Any
gases released from the bulb, arc tube or metal components
during the life of the lamp could adversely affect its
operation and must be absorbed by the getter. The dark
filn on the inner surface of the outer bul-b, just above
the cap, is a layer of barium which removes any contamination of the lamp atmosphere.
The maintenance

t

LAMP TYPES

th Dif

Fini

-

25Ow and

The ellipsoidal version is a general purpose lamp, primarily for use in fittings with conventional optical systems" The outer bulb has a diffusing internal coating of
titania which makes the lamp optically cornpatible with
mercury lamps" Frequently used in streetlighting installations, ellipsoidal lamps are equally suitbble for industrial and commercial lighting (Fig. 6).

-11 Clear lPubular

25OW

and

4OOW

linear light source of the tubular lamp lends
itself to accurate optical control. The sma1l dimensions
of the arc tube favour the design of relatively smaIl and
economical fit,tings. Incorporated in fittings specifically
designed for linear light sources, they are often used for
floodlighting, in high-bay industrial installations and
streetlighting (nig. 7) "
The compact

Reflector Lamps -

I

25OW

deterioration in levels of illumination in many industrial installations due to dust or soot settling on the
Iamps and fittings has been overcome by the use of a
specially-shaped outer bulb, with an int,ernal reflective
coating (Fig. 8).
The

I

Fig. 6 Ellipsoidal.
Diffusing Lamp

Fig.7

Clear
Tubular

Fig. I
Lamp

Reflector
Lamp
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APPI,ICAT]ONS

The

excellent colou
-

;;;-i":::T:;:3,:;i5'$:::*:f"'I:;iHi""

s'.LARAR. r"*e,
make them suitable

tions, such as:-

for most ayp."'"f"iighting

installa_

-- Motoruray and Streetlighting
-- Shopping Area and pedestrian.precinct Lighting
-- High Mast Lighting of Multi_road fntersections
-- Area Floodlighting (car parks, Railway yards,
Docks, etc.

)

-- Building Site Lighting
-- FJ-oodlighting of Buildings (Churches, Hotel-s,
Castles, Monuments, eta. )
Football
-Stadium Floodlighting
-- Indoor Sports Arena Lighting
-- fnterior Liqhting of Churches, Railway Stations,
Airports, etc.
-- Industrial Lighting
-- Comrnercial Lighting
-- cold Store Lighting.

]LLUMINATI ON CHARACTERTS TI

Out put

CS

Efficacv

One of the most important advantages of
SOTTARARC Lamps is
their very high light output
The 4OOW ctear
tubular lamp delivets 47,OOO "rra
"ti:.o."y.
trr*.rr.-ua.r,
uf
ficacy of
118 lm,/w. The light outputs
.iri.r.iu"
ot-ti,"-iur]gJ
of SOLARARC Lamps are given in.rra
tfre
table. These
fig,ures are measured.aiter loo d;ni;;ioirowing
hours, when the
lamps are fu1ly stabilized.

},

o

-l_3efficacy figures, considering not only the
lamp
wattase but arso rhe smair ro."-i""uir.a
i"-tir" ilii]"i.
are shown as welt. These
il ;;;"il;;$",
typical only, as the actual"ar"."-ri,J"i;
ballasi io""". vary with
their design features.
O-ve.rall-

l,iqht Output and Efficacv
I,AmP

BuIb F inish

Wattage

O

250

Clear

25o.

Efficacy Lumens/Watt,
onlv
Lamp & cear

Lamp

Light Output

102.o

92.o

25, 500

oiffused

92.o

83.o

23, ooo

250

Reflector

86. o

77

400

Clear

117.5

106. o

47,ooo

400

Diffused

l_o7.5

97.o

43 , ooo

Spectr al
The

.5

2

1, 500

Di stribution

energy distribution curve,
9, ilLustrates
of the spect."* -.orr"redFig.
by the rddiations
SoLARARC discharge, resultin| i"-*,"ifl"-"""t

-spect.ral
the_broad.rangre
produced in the

o

golden white colour characterisii"'oi-solananc
Lamps.
The percentage 1uminosity of SOIJARARC lJamps,
in eight wave_
length bands covering the visibi;-;;;ctrum, are
shown in the
following tabLe.

Percent Luminositv
Band
nm

%

3

80-

420

42c440

44c460

o.ooo2 0.026 0.090

46c,_

510-

510

560-

560

510

LI.A

72-8 13-o o.38

2.3

610660

660_
67c

-]-4-

100

n

80 kbl
o
d

rU

60

40

(,
TJ

{J

c(,

20

n fl

o

U
H
C'

A

400

n

v'l

I500

O

600

Wavelength

700

nm

Fig. 9 Typical Spectral Energy Distribution

Curve

o

CIE chromaticity
The

chromaticity coordinates of

SOLARARC

lramps

are about:-

x=.526y=.4L8
colour Temperature
The
2

colour temperature of

1000K.

SOLARARC

Lamps

is approximately

-15Lumen Ivlaintenance

The

variations in light output during the }ife of
are shown in Fig. 10.

SOLARARC

Lamps

100

BO

60

li|

o

40

20

o
25

50

Fig. IO Typical

75

100

r25

Lumen Maintenance Curve

o
Liqhtinq

Des iqin Lumens

{t

fi

For the purposes of designing lighting schemes, the inherent
fal-1 in light output of the lamps during their-life shoutd
be anticipated by basing calculations on an average lumen
value. .For SOLARARC lamps, this "Lighting Design Lumen Outprt,'
rating, measured after 2,OOO hours. and the equivalent efficacies of lamps alone and combined with typical control gear
are given in the following tabte.

-16Liqhting Desiqn Lumens and Efficacv
Efficacy Lumens/Watt
Only Lamp & cear

Lamp

Wattaqe

BuLb Finish

Lamp

Iight Ortprt

250

Clear

98. o

88. o

24,5Cc

250

niffused

88. o

79.o

22,ooo

250

Reflector

82.o

74.o

20,500

400

Clear

112"s

1o1.5

45, ooo

400

Diffused

102.5

92.o

4l-, ooo

o

Polar Distribution
SoLARARC Reflector Lamp gives a closely-controlled polar
distribution, similar to that of a standarb l.*p with a 'rerrector fitting" The light distribution and comparative inLensity
of a 25OW SOLARARC Reflector and a 4OOIV Mercury Refleclor are
shown in Fig. 11.

The
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fig" 11 Polar Intensity

Curve

*17ELECTRICAL CHARACTER]STICS

Reference Data

of the sane wattage have identical electricar
characteristics. Typical reference data are tisted in the
following table. Starting current measurements are taken
some ten seconds after the striking of the arc.
fhe
performance indicated refers to lamps operating in con_
junction with suitable referencu control gear, including
power factor correction, Install_ed in typical fitt.ings
"
sorJARARc r,amps

I

Reference Data
Lamp

Wattage

Voltage
nom

Mains
Starting
Current

Current,

Amps

Amps

Voltage

Arc
Tube
Starting Running
Current Current
Arnps AmDs

250

220

2.o

1.5

100

t

15

3.6

3.o

400

220

3,6

2.4

1o5

*

15

6.o

4.45

I

I

Running

nterchanseabilitv

right of choice, Sylvania SOLARARC
incorporate design characteristics which make them
interchangeable with other leading European manufacturers,
High Pressure Sodium Lamps.
To safeguard the user,s
Lamps

Startino

Cha racteristics

Lamps are cold-started and require a voltage to
the order of 1OOOV to initiate an arc. No starting aids,
such as auxiliary cathodes or electrode preheating are
incorporated. The normal mains voltage is not suificiently
high to start a lamp and an external device which generates
pulses of sufficient voltage and energy is employecl to strike
the initial arc. This device is described in ',Electronic
Starters". Once a lamp has been started, the mains supply
is adeguate to maintain the arc.
SOLARARC

18During run-up, several changes in the colour of the light
there is a very dim, bluishcan be observed. Initially,
white glow produced by the ionized xenon. This is quickly
replaced by a typical blue, brighter, mercury light. With
the increase in brightness, there is a change to monochromatic yel}ow, which is characteristic of sodium at low
pressure and temperature. As the pressure in the arc tube
inct.."es, the lamp comes to fu1l brightness vrith a golden
white light. SoLARARC lamps deliver an acceptable light
output within two minutes frorn striking and Bo% within four
minutes. During this period, the arc tube voltage rises
while the tube current diminishes. Tlrpical starting charac-

teristics are illustrated in Fig.

12.

150

l-25
Cq

r

o 100

\io t9

r-{
rd

r-l

75

d

.rl
q.{

50

25

o

time from striking

)

4

6

minutes
o

Fig. 12 Typical Starting Characteristics

10

19Re-Starting

ff switched off, SOLARARC Lamps cool raPidly and the i-nternal
pressure is quickly reduced to a level at which the arc strikes
again. After a momentary interruption, the re-strike time is
less than one minute.

OPERAT]NG CONDTTIONS

O

Lamp

Life

consistent with the advanced technology and design principles
involved, Sylvania SOLARARC Lamps have extended average
The shape of the life expectancy curve is
operating lives.
shown in Fig. 13.

usually results from de-activation"
Ultimate lamp failure
depends on many factors, such as external
Actuaf lamp life
circuit components and operating conditions '
The average rated life is the point at which some 50% of a
laboratory
large group of lamps, tested under controlled
conditions, remain burning.

a

Low

rature

arilient temperature conditions have no adverse effect on
Lamps. The lamps are very suitable for cold store
conditions where the temperatures may be as ]ow as - OoC.

Low

SOLARARC

High Temperature
Provided the ambient temPerature in which SOLARARC Lamps are
operated is not over loooc, the performance of the lamps
will not be materiallY affected.

-20may, however, be influenced by heat reoperation
This aspect is described
radiated back from the fitting.
under "Fittings " .
IJamp

100

80

bt

..t
..t

60

!

5

rt

40

.lJ
C)

U
l.t

o

20

t.lr

Percent rated life
o

za

50

75

too

Fig. 13 Typical Life Characteristics

Voltage
SOLARARC

Lamps

European supply

iation

are designed for operation on the standard
voltages in the 22O-24Ov range. Mains

voltages below 22OV nominal are not suitable, but the lamps
will function within the normal variations of this figure
and will usually accept a drop. ot AOV provided the actual
voltaqe does not fa}l below 2OOV.
High mains voltage conditions exceeding normal variations
a lamp to "overwatt" and eventually extinguish.
*ufr
important that control gear tappings are adjusted
It is"..t".
to the actual mains voltageThe effect on lamp characteristics caused by small variations in mains voltage is shown in Fig. 14.

-21 -

+40

I

%

Change

I

% change

voltage

-15
Lamp

I

IJamp

volts
watts

.F

+2O

v
--4

l-ro

current

Lamp

in mains

v-

l_,

-r'
+5

/F+l,O

-20
-40

Lumens

*60

Fig. 14 Effect of Mains Voltage variations

Vibration

of the frame assembly and arc tube
support is the key to SOLARARC's extraordinary capability
to operate in arduous conditions of vibration. Flexible
leads at one end of the arc tube prevent vibrations from
being transmitted to the tube.
The mechanical design

o

the niobium tube reservoir, which is located
in the arc tube end furthest away from the lamp cap, must
not be alLowed to get into the arc stream. This could
conceivably occur in conditions of exceptional vibration
unless prevented by operating the lamps in the c ap up
position.
Sodium from

Operating Position

Generally, SoLARARC LamPs may be operated in any position.
However, as a precaution against sodium from the reservoir

-

t')

-

entering, the arc stream, operation in the positions-indiFig' 15 is
i" the clear portion of the drawing incan
be assured'
".t.a
vibration
from
freedom
unless
recommended,

200

Fig" 15

Recommended

Operating Position

Unprotected

Lamps

some 3OO-32Ooc'
of the outer bulb rises to glass)
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-23are mechanically interchangeable \^/ith other
Ieading European manufacturers' High Pressure Sodium Lamps'

SoLARARC Lamps

Dimensions
DiameLer

Wattage

250

rubular

o

250

Reflector

mm

5t*2

252t5

158

9c'!2

4c0

400

Ellipsoidal

Centre

nm

L66!2

Tubular

Lighl

Length

250

Ellipsoidal

overall
Length

mm

Arc

Length cap

(obj. )

nm

75

E40

223!5

75

840

260

75

840

90

840

90

E40

5112

28st5

12d!2

285t5
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OPERAT]NG CIRCUI TS AND CONTROL GEAR

I

Circuit
To ensure stable and reliable operation, SOLARARC Lamps
must be operated in eonjunction with suitable control
gear.

basic circuit for a SOLARARC Lamp, in common vrith
other ltigh Pressure Sodium Lamps, comprises of a series
ba1last, an external starter and a power factor correction
capacitor. The circuit is shown in Fig. 16'
The
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I'ig. L6 Operating Circuit

SOLARARC lJamp

-25Ballasts
High Pressure Sodium Lamps have a negative resj"stance

I

characteristic. Lamp current, if not controlled, would
rise until a lamp was destroyed, The ballast limits the
lamp current to the correct vaIue.
As the pulse delivered by the electronic starter can be
as high as 4OOOV, adequate insulation is an important
consideration in the design of suitable ballasts.
fn many ballasts, a thermal cut-out is embedded in the
windings to prevent over-heating.
The cut-out auto-.
matically resets when the winding temperature has itrcpped
to a safe value.
Electronic Starters
The Sylvania electronic starter, SHP-I, generates the
high-voltage pulses of around 4OOOV required to strike
the arc in SOLARARC Lamps. Employing advanced solidstate circuitry, short, high-voltage bursts of 1ow
energy are delivered at a rate of about fifteen pulses
per second. This arrangement ensures maximum electrical
safety and. minimum radio interference"

I

The starter has the special feature of sensing a faulty
or missing lamp. ff no arc is struck within two to
three minutes, the starter switches itself off automatically.

will start both 25OW and 4OOW lamps and is
cornpatible with other manufacturers' IIigh Pressure
The SHP-I

Lamps. Installation is extremely simple -only two connections across the lamp are required - obviating the need for tapped ballasts.
Sodium

As illustrated in Fig. 17, the SHP-I starter is supplied
in a circular cross-section, aluminium can \"rith two
flying connecting leads. The dimensions are approxinately 38 mm diameter by 1I4 run height.

All electronic components are hermetically sealed into
the can and the sturdy construction ensures extended
reliable service.

-26*
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Fig. 17 Electronic Starter
Power Factor Correction

circuits using choke ballasts such as used with High
Pressure Sodiurn Lamps have a lagging power factor" Unless
corrected, this results in increased kVA demand and a need
for larger-sized cabling. The power factor must, therefore
be improved to between o.85 and O"95 and this is achieved
by connecting a suitable capacitor across the mains whose
leacling current partly comPensates for the lagging current
of the ballast" The capacitance required depends on the
characteristics of the ballast and the final power factor.
Lamp

a

-27INSTALIJATION

Cable

In view of the. high volt,ages associateil with High Pressure
circuits, particular attention should be paid
to the insulation of the wirihg. In some of the cables
normally used with other discharge lamps, the insulation
may break down when the high-voltage pulses from the electronic starter are applied.
The use of Pvc (Polyvinyl Chloride) insulated cable is
recommended. In cond.itions of high temperatures, deformation of the PVC insulation should be prevented with heatresistant sheathing. Alternatively, special heat-resistant
Sodium Lamp

o

PVC

cable may be used.

cable Lengths

factor limiting the distance at which a High
Pressure Sodium Lamp may be installed from the control
gear is the capacitance of the cables. If cables are
extended beyond the recommended length, the capacitance
may absorb the st,arting pulses.
The main

of appropriate diameter should be utilized to
avoid unduly high voltage drops resulting from cable
resistance.

Conductors

o

cable lengths up to 2O metres should be satisfactory and
this coufd be extended further provided the conductors
are well-separated from each other and from earthed obiects.
Insulation

Precautions

care should be taken to ensure that all Parts of the circuLt are adequately insuLated. Particular attention shoulcl
be paid to:-- cable connections which are close to a terminal

fixing bolt:
-- points of entry of cabLe into fittingsr
-- back of lamp holders.

-28FfTTINGS

In genetral, the design of fittings for nigh Pressure Sodium
principles, but extra precautions should
be taken with respect to insulation.
An important aspect peculiar to High Pressure Sodium Lamps
is thit heat must not be allowed to be re-radiated back
from the reflector onto the sodium reservoir at the end of
the arc tube. Such radiation has the effect of raising the
sodium vapour pressure in the larnp which, in turn, causes
the
the lamp wattage to increase. ?his will further raise
temperature of the arc and, therefore, the vapour pressure'
becomes
cyciing of this nature will continue until the lamplamp
will
u-nstable and extinguishes. On cooling down, the
re-strike and go through the same process.
Heat radiation from specific Parts of the reflector may be
eliminated by cutting away the responsible portion or
by rendering the surface non-reflective.
lamps follows normal

LAT{P DISPOSAL

There are few hazards associated with the disposal of
codes of practice and
SoLARARC Lamps and the prevailing
regulations should be adhered to.

outer bulb, being under vacuum, should be broken by
an operator wearing protective goggles and gloves ' In-the
absence of other instructions, a simple procedure for lamp
disposal is to put it into a box and pierce the glass just
above the cap.
The

The
may

arc tube and assembly contain traces of metals which
be classed as Pollutants-

is typical and must not be considered
of iiaividual pLrformance and,/or characteristics.
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t'f,tF SYIUANIA

$alss rlrd $Eruim

Sylvania N.V.
Frans Tirunermansstraat 1,19, 1Z3O Zellik
Telephone No. 02,/65 50 OO

BELGIUM

GTE

FRANCE

GTE

GERMANY

GTE

Sylvania S"a.r.1.
Industrielle, p.O. Box 1I, 95390 Louvres
Telephone No. (1) 471 92 f5
Zone

Sylvania Licht c.m.b.H.
craf-Zeppelin-Str. 9-1I, postfach
852o Erlangen-Frauenaurach

TeJ.ephone

a

1740

No. (O913r) 6141

ITALY

GfE S.ylvania

NETHERLANDS

GTE

Via Alserio 5, 20159 Milan
Telephone No. 688-6058 or 608-5913
Sylvania N.V.

Riethil 7,

Breda

Telephone No. 01600-75450
NORWAY

cTE Sylvania .q/S
Loerenvej-en 46. Box 1O3, Okern, Oslo

o

5

Telephone No. 153192

SPAIN

cTE

Electronica,

S.A"

Sylvania
Calle de Recoletos 13, l,tadrid
Telephone No. 275 96 01
GTE

SWEDEN

cTE Sylvania

SWITZERLAND

GTE

1

AB

Vaestberga A116 1A, Postboks 42121
S-L26 L2 Stockholm 42
Telephone No. 45 26 90

Sylvahia S.A.

21, rue du Rh6ne, P.O. Box 392, L2IL

Telephone No. 21 25

11

Geneva

3

